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ABSTRACT

Also, how do developer want to use dashboards in their development activities? These are the key research questions we ask in this
study. While there would be no single answer to these questions
[7], we seek to find general answers from software engineers in
the field. Despite that most modern dashboards are customizable,
developers often use the default dashboard due to the cost entailed
by customization — for example, developers often do not want to
read through the full functionalities the dashboard provides, and
consequently do not customize the dashboard, as reported in [14].
To answer our research questions, we conduct face-to-face individual interviews with 67 software engineers from at least 44
different companies (some developers did not want the name of
their organization to be revealed). We designed our survey questionnaire/sessions, taking into account the Goal-Question-Metric
(GQM) approach [1]. Knowing how developers want to use dashboards is essential when designing an effective dashboard.
Our key contributions are: (1) identifying metrics developers want
to see in dashboards with an observational study [12], (2) providing a
GQM model to understand the relevance of the identified metrics, and
(3) determining how developers want to use dashboards.

Designing an effective and useful dashboard is expensive and it
would be important to determine if it is possible to elaborate a
“generic” useful and effective dashboard, usable in a variety of circumstances. To determine if it is possible to develop such dashboard
and, if so, its structure we interviewed 67 software engineers from
44 different companies. Their answers made us confident in the
possibility of building such dashboard.
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INTRODUCTION

There is increasing interest and use of developer dashboards in
the software industry [2, 4, 10, 13, 14]. Developer dashboards are
typically used to visualize the overall status of a project — the
assumption here is that visualization helps managers/developers be
aware of the overall status of the projects they are working on, and
make proper collaborative/individual decisions while developing
software, which will improve the overall productivity and reliability
of a team [4–6, 8, 14, 15] and avoiding misinterpretation of data
[3, 9]. However, this promising assumption hold only if a dashboard
displays information needed by the users, without undesired and
distracting details.
What kinds of information do developers want to see in a dashboard? And, why do developers want to see them in a dashboard?

2

THE SURVEY

To approach our problem, we run a survey, collecting information
from developers to build a “typical” GQM, from which to derive the
dashboard. The following research questions were identified:
1. What are the most critical issues that software development
companies face during the production process
2. What information do companies use to detect problems during
the software development process?
3. Which metrics do companies use to detect problems during the
software development process?
4. Which structures and functions are appropriate for a dashboard?
A dashboard typically visualizes quantified information, and
thus answering our first research question essentially boils down to
figuring out metrics developers want to see in a dashboard. We use a
goal-directed GQM approach to find metrics developers want to see
in a dashboard. Through identifying typical goals developers want
to achieve, typical questions developers ask to pursue the goals,
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G1: More effective
effort estimation

Q1: What is the level of
collaboration with
customers?

M1: Progress state of
the project
• Iteration burndown chart
• Release burndown chart
• Cumulative ﬂow diagram
• % of feature cut

Q2: How adherent is
the project with the
original plan?

M2: Speed of the work
performed
• Team velocity
• Average cycle time
• Schedule variance
• (Amount of tasks)/(unit of time)
• Lead time

G2: More efﬁcient use
of resources

Q3: How many features
have been implemented
so far?

M3: Status of testing
• Code coverage
• % of passed tests
• Defect removal efﬁciency

each type of a dashboard with a sequence score calculated using
the gamma analysis [11], which places the user preference of each
type of a dashboard between -1 (lowest preference) and 1 (highest).

G3: Better software quality
and development process

Q4: What is the quality
of the project?

M4: Status of software
quality
• # of detected defects
• # of unresolved defects
• Defect density
• Coupling
• Class/method length
• System spoilage

Q5: Is the consumption
of resources adherent to
the budget?

5

M5: Effectiveness of
effort estimation
• Effort estimation accuracy

Figure 1: The resulting “typical” GQM model where strong
labels and high-frequency metrics are depicted in boldface.
and finally typical metrics that can answer the typical developer
questions, we obtain a GQM model (Figure 1). The obtained GQM
model shows how the identified typical metrics are related to the
identified typical goals, and thus can be used to understand the
reasons developers want to see the identified metrics in a dashboard.

3

GOALS, QUESTIONS AND METRICS FOR
PRECOOKED DASHBOARDS

The resulting typical GQM model (Figure 1) shows a summary of
the results of our survey —it encompasses all responses to our survey questions asked in three different abstraction levels. Our GQM
model also shows, with bold-line boxes, which goals/questions/metrics our informants express particularly strong interest; we assign
bold-line boxes to goals/questions/metrics labeled as strong. An
immediate usage of our GQM model is for building a precooked
(default) developer dashboard that is likely to be useful for typical
developers. It is noteworthy that our GQM model can be applied to
a wide range of companies to which our informants are employed,
as we have shown previously.

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have conducted a survey with developers from
various companies, in an attempt to obtain information necessary
to build effective developer dashboards. We have identified the five
distinct kinds of metrics: (1) metrics to show the current progress
state of the project, (2) metrics to show the speed of work performed,
(3) metrics to show the status of testing, (4) metrics to show the
status of software quality, and (5) metrics to show the effectiveness
of effort estimation. We have also connected these metrics with
the goals developers want to achieve, through a GQM model. We
have observed that, in general, developers are more concerned
about monitoring whether the development process is on track
than monitoring software quality.
We have spotted the difficulty of supporting this notification
effectively — it is difficult to picture the right track, when developers
are currently having difficulties in estimating the effort necessary
to complete a task. For this reason, we argue that research on effort
prediction deserves strong attention.
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HOW DO DEVELOPERS WANT TO USE A
DASHBOARD?

Overall, we summarize our survey results as follows:
According to our survey, developers are more interested in using dashboards for their operational needs such as monitoring
performance than for strategic/analytic purposes. Also, more
number of our subjects prefer the push mode to the pull mode,
coherently with the fact that the most desired feature is alerting
significant deviation from expected values.
In details, answering this cognitive question (“how to display/notify these contents in a dashboard?”) thoroughly is beyond the capacity of our survey, and user experiments would also be required.
Still, our survey provides an opportunity to answer a related more
specific question, “how do developers want to use a dashboard?”,
and we show in the following the results for this last part of our
survey.
An operational dashboard (where detailed information about
software development process is constantly monitored) is preferred
over an analytical dashboard (where the causes of problems are
analyzed) and a strategic dashboard (where a snapshot of the project
is displayed). We measured the degree of the user preference for
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